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Money and Banking: Facts
Public Bank and Private Bank Money

Two basic types of money: Both from Banks.
1 Federal Reserve Bank (Fed): Federal Reserve Notes (cash, "currency").
2 Or financial institutions: bank deposits used to make transactions.

Eg.: debit card puts a hold on deposits in bank account;
or write "check", but Paper checks in decline relative to debit cards.

Money used to purchase items; an exchange of money for goods.

Money is means of exchange: cash & bank deposits in current accounts
considered money that is "in circulation."
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Circulation of Money and Zero Interest

Federal Reserve Notes enter circulation when US Treasury Dept

purchases goods; purchases debited from US Treasury accounts
at private sector banks when goods sellers deposit govt checks.
Private banks can get from government value of purchases in cash.
Private banks get cash in vaults & make deposits in accounts at Fed.

Private bank deposits from consumers, firms,

called demand deposits by Fed.
Current account deposits can be demanded in full as cash.
Banks lends out portion of demand deposits,
but not all, since need reserves.

Tend to earn zero interest on current accounts.

Banks cannot lend but for short term
since usually have to repay during period.
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Savings Accounts, Time Deposits, Credit Cards and Loans

Banks offer deposit accounts: longer term saving, not current
purchases.

Called savings or time deposit accounts.
Typically receive some interest on amount invested.

Interest rate depends on time that deposits are held in bank.
Higher interest rate, longer time deposited, typically.
Bank earns money by lending funds, and then on
difference between savings deposit rate and loan interest rate,
minus cost of supplying financial intermediary function.

Banks can hold less in reserve for savings deposits.
Investors borrow savings through banks because think
they earn more in profits than funds cost to borrow.

Creates demand for loans that banks intermediate.
Banks supply of savings from consumers
to investors in new capital; makes banks intermediaries
between savings & investment.
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Form of Bank Loans

Loans by banks in form of credit card for small amounts.

typically has limit to amount borrowed on card.
Charge very high interest rates; big revenue source for banks.
Expensive way for consumers & firms to get loans.

Credit cards differ from debit cards

credit cards debt not taken out of deposit account.
Rather added as debt owed by spender in card account.
Free if paid back in 30 days usually.

Larger loans: consumers & firms borrow from banks

by loan contract; specifies term of loan; interest rate charged.
Banks make on case by case basis: eg loans for cars, house mortgages,
or for large firm investments.
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Monetary Aggregates

Spending of bank loans becomes new deposits in other private banks.
Private banks create money that enters circulation

by giving new loans to customers in form of new deposits in accounts.
How private bank money gets created.

Deposits from new loans meet all characteristics of money.

Demand deposits can be used in exchange.
Enter circulation once new demand deposits are spent.

Total money supply includes both public bank money:

Fed Notes in circulation (not held at the Fed)
and private bank demand deposits.

Idea of money aggregate to count total money supply.

Most common definition of money: adds together

1 Federal Reserve Notes in circulation
2 and private bank demand deposits.
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M1, M2, M3 and the Monetary Base

M1 is monetary aggregate defined by Fed

as currency in circulation plus demand deposits
(plus travelers checks and other checkable deposits).
Most used of all monetary aggregates.

M2: equals all of M1 plus savings & small time deposits.

"Broader monetary aggregate", including more monetary instruments.
Includes money used in exchange, M1: non-interest bearing,
plus savings & small time deposits: Interest-bearing.
Eg. includes money market accounts,
mutual fund deposits at investment banks.
Plus overnight "repos": repurchase agreements with term of one day.

M2 money: used in exchange; plus some savings not used up each
period.

combines "instruments" of exchange & savings functions.
Broader definition of aggregate;
more interest bearing instruments it includes.
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M3 and Monetary Base

M3: equals M2 plus large time deposits, term repurchase agreements,
& large money market accounts of institutional investors.

M3 not really viewed as money in sense of use in exchange.
Added instruments in M3 rarely used as means of exchange.
More of a "Money and Credit Combined Monetary Aggregate."

Broader is monetary aggregate definition, more is savings included.

Narrower is monetary aggregate, more is for exchange for current
consumption.

More narrow definition than M1: Monetary Base.

Monetary Base is narrowest conventional monetary aggregate.
Equals currency in circulation plus cash reserves held by private banks.
Meant to capture total currency: outstanding Fed Notes held privately.
Of interest when focus is on currency & government money alone.

Need M1, M2 for focus on all money.
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Monetary Data

Historically M1 far exceeds monetary base,

as includes more & broader instruments, including demand deposits.

Great Recession of 2008-2010 reversed this!

saw monetary base exceed M1 aggregate for 1st time in history.
How could it be so?
Base includes reserves of banks, including those held at Fed.

Fed for 1st time in 2008 paid banks interest on reserves kept at Fed.

Excess Reserve Interest Rate exceeded Federal Funds interest rate:
what banks could earn in short term money markets.
Banks kept reserves at Fed rather than invest them.

M2 still much bigger than M1 & Base.

Economists studying Money theory: use M1, M2, Base.

Usually focus on use of money in exchange.
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Base Exceeds M1 for First Time

Figure: US Monetary Base(Blue) and M1 (Red).
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M2 Still Exceeds M1 and Base

Figure: US M2, M1, and the Monetary Base
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Banking Institutions: Government

Federal Reserve System comprises Board of Governors

plus 12 regional district banks.
Subregional Fed banks as well.

12 regional Feds important as help dictate monetary policy of Fed

through their rotating 4 seats on Board of Governors;
and 12 Bank Presidents’Policy discussions.

Chairman of Board of Governors: head of US central bank.

Now Janet Yellen; previously Ben Bernanke, Alan Greenspan, Paul
Volcker, George Miller & Arthur Burns.
Chair is main spokesperson for US on monetary policy.
Chairs Federal Open Market Committee: FOMC.
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Fed Operations

Fed: controlls Monetary Base: supply of Fed Notes in circulation & in
private bank reserves.

Fed also conducts banking supervision: now a big role.

Control of monetary base by targeting interest rates in capital
markets.

Mainly target Federal Funds Rate.
Rate paid on federal funds traded between banks,
where federal funds are funds held at Fed as reserves.

Fed Funds used to meet reserve requirements,
and to earn interest, at market rate.
Is supply & demand for federal funds held at Fed as reserves.

Fed increases monet. base by buying US Treasury bonds held
privately.

Private holder of bond gives up bond to Fed
in return for reserves credited to private banks reserve account at Fed.
This increases monetary base by increasing reserves.
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Rise in Money Supply from Fed Operations

Private bank can lend out new reserves.

Then reserves at Fed decreased by loan amount;
& bank demand deposits increased by same amount.

If borrower of money spends new demand deposits,

deposits get transferred to another bank.
Initially only monetary base would rise,
but then also demand deposits rise & so do M1 & M2.

Demand deposits can increase by "leverage ratio" of banks.

if they keep just fraction of deposits as reserves.
Total M1 increase by more than just initial Fed reserve increase.

Greater supply of money causes more capital supply in markets;

initially drives down interest rates.
How Fed can target interest rate in Federal Funds market.
Increase federal funds by buying US bonds;
or decrease federal funds by selling US bonds.
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Open Market Operations

Open market operations: name of Fed’s buying & selling of US bonds

to change money supply & interest rates.
These dictated by Board of Governors
& carried out by New York regional Fed Bank.

Federal Reserve System enacted in 1913 by US Federal law,

Fed Regional Banks chartered & owned by private sector.
Fed System acts as government entity & controls Fed Notes.

Other banks determined by market forces.

But heavily regulated.
Federal Deposit Insurance: all private banks pay for FDIC deposit
insurance,
with a "risk-based" premium per dollar of deposits insured.
Premium fees according to risk structure of bank assets.

FDIC: insurance key feature of March 1933 Great Depression end;

when FDIC deposit insurance system began.
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Banking Institutions: Private

Banks assets & liabilities: "balance sheet".

Assets include loans made (owed back to banks).
Plus any form of investment made with bank deposits,
along with reserves held at Fed.

Liabilities: all deposits owed to depositors,

plus any other borrowing by bank.

Assets exceed liabilities: implies bank has positive equity capital.

Known as net worth.
Assets can exceed liabilities by leveraging up liabilities
by making more loans than owed in deposited funds.

Only fraction of deposits demanded back by depositors at any time.

So banks can risk making risky loans to earn profit,
with higher lending interest rates than deposit interest rates.
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Bank Solvency, Insolvency

If sudden demand for deposits, banks need to liquidate loans
into cash to pay out depositors.
Banks can become illiquid & even insolvent.

Insolvency: when net worth is negative.
When loans "called in" but cannot be repaid, so bank takes a loss.
Loan borrowers can default on loans if cannot repay them.

illiquidity: not insolvent if loans worth more than deposit liabilities,
but bank still may not be able to meet depositor demands for cash.
Then "illiquidity" problem; have to suspend deposit withdrawals.

illiquidity or insolvency: banks stop allowing deposit withdrawals.
Can lead to widespread fear of other bank illiquidity or insolvency.

A "run on the bank" can ensue whereall deposits at all banks
are demanded back by depositors.

Called a bank panic if this occurs:
as in US Great Depression and Great Recession
and to varying degrees in different countries, at different times.
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First Panic Since Depression: Ohio 1985

Ohio in 1985, Governor Celeste shut down 70 Savings & Loan Banks
on March 15th, after Home State closing on March 10th.
as was panic in Cincinnati: Home State Savings Bank failed;
run on other banks not FSLIC insured.
Ohio not fully FSLIC insured at time; after: became FSLIC insured.

Ohio had a private, state regulated deposit fund, with $130 million.
Ohio Deposit Guarantee Fund (OGDF): banks uninsured by FSLIC.

no deposit insurance limit and no interest rate limits.

But fear that failure of Home State, with $1.4 billion in assets,
would wipe out private insurance fund; so bank run ensued.
Home State largest of 70 uninsured banks; President Marvin Warner;
Warner went to jail for two years;

ODGF meant to protect depositors’funds should an institution fail.
Celested reopened 70 banks with condition of joining FSLIC.
Incentive-Incompatible Regime: insurance not risk-based;
Feb 1989, FSLIC abolished, and FDIC took over.
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Financial Markets and Interest Rates

Federal Funds market: eg. of short term capital market.

supply & demand for federal funds based,
to keep desired level of reserves overnight at Fed on any given day.
Federal Funds interest rate lower than most other interest rates
because little investment can be done with Federal Funds,
other than keeping reserves at Fed.

Longer maturity funds are less liquid, since invested for longer.

Maturity and liquidity: inversely related.

longer maturity, eg. 10 year US Treasury bond,
less liquid & have higher interest rates than 5 year Treasury bonds.

Markets for each maturity of US Treasury bonds; for equity stocks;

for any kind of traded financial capital.
Interest rates: reflect maturity, riskiness, & liquidity.
Interest rates in each market related across all of markets.
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Relation of Interest Rates, Yields

Term Structure of Interest Rates:

Shows length of bond, & interest rate, for US Govt Debt.
Usually graphed relation Slopes upward, with higher interest
rates for longer term debt.

Can be term structure inversion when interest rate

on longer term security falls below that of shorter maturity.
eg. 10 year versus one year Treasury bonds.
Unusual: happens if demand for 10 year Treasury bonds very high
relative to supply so its interest rate falls above that of 1 year bond’s
level.

Stock prices: dividend payment stream, Price change, & yield on
dividend

stock yield similar to interest rate for lending money.
Increases in stock price: capital gain when stock sold.
Capital gains increase effective yield on stock, above only dividend
yield.
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Stocks Relative to Overall Market

Stock prices can move procyclically; a-cyclically; countercyclically.

Compute so-called beta-values:
indicate stock performance relative to market.

Different beta values of stocks, mix of stock and bonds,

allows for market portfolio of stocks & bonds to be diversified,
so risk is smoothed out to some degree

Diversify "Portfolio of assets" across expansions & recessions.
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Theory: Demand for Real Money

Demand for money used in exchange:
Supply of money: Fed Notes, & private bank demand deposits.
Demand & Supply give equilibrium real money & relative price.

Consumer demands money in buy goods; so does firm;
typically focus on consumer side; sometimes include firm as well.

Quantity of money demanded is real quantity.
because consumption goods bought are real quantities.
With inflation, any given money stock buys less after inflation.
Care only about real amount of money being used to buy real gds.

Real value of money: nominal stock of monetary aggregate
divided by aggregate price level.
Get real amount of goods that money can buy.
Real money: So defined as nominal money stock divided by price level.

If goods could be bought without exchanging for them:
no exchange-based demand for money; then money only a "bad" asset.
Money held only as asset: a "bad" asset; worth less due to inflation.
We focus on real money demand as exchange use for consumption.
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Real Money Demand & Real GDP: US Growth Rates

Figure: US Post 1959 Growth Rate of Real Money and Real GDP.
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Real Money Follows, but Less Volatile, than Output
Growth

Very close relation between real output & real Money growth
Closely correlated over business cycles.

Consistent with Consumption & Output comovements:
Real money follows consumption more closely than output growth

First part of theory of money demand: it follows demand for output,
or it can be stated as following demand for consumption.

Not perfectly correlated with real output change: Why?
leaves additional factors to be explained
to understand real money demand.

From microeconomics: demand for good depends on real income,
or real output (real GDI equals real GDP).
2nd: microeconomics says demand depends
on relative price of good itself: Enter the NOMINAL interest rate:
relative price of Real money is R, nom int rate;

& relative price of substitutes (credit) or complements for real money.
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Quantity Theory of Real Money Demand

Best known theory of real money demand

by Irving Fisher 1912 The Purchasing Power of Money.
Fisher introduces: equation of exchange.
An accounting identity for money & prices & purchases.
Then he turns exchange identity into theory of money demand
called: quantity theory of money.

Nominal monetary aggregate M, aggregate price level P,

real output by y , new term "income velocity of money" V .
V defined as nominal output divided by nominal money stock,
or same: real output divided by real money stock.

Equation of Exchange
MV = Py .

V=Py/M, or identically as y/(M/P), in real terms.
Says "how many times money stock circulates" to pay for output.
Velocity always one or larger.
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Quantity Theory of Money

Equation of exchange as identity not controversial

Solving for real money, theory of money demand arises.

Real money equals inverse of velocity, 1/V , factored by real output y .

M/P = (1/V ) · y .

1 Real money & real output move together if velocity unchanged.

Fisher: velocity stable: early 1900’s stable; simple money demand
theory.
Keynes (1923): velocity change predictable (useful, ironic advance).
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Velocity Rises with Interest Rate

2 Velocity changes when relative price of money changes

or if relative price of substitutes & complements change.
Income effect already included above tested; found robust.

3 Relative price effect: through inverse velocity term; Nom. Int.Rate.

Interest "foregone" when use money for exchange instead of investing;
is the Nominal Interest rate: price of money Relative to investing it.
Higher is interest rate, more consumer foregoes
current consumption & real money use; instead increases savings.

4 Real Money demand falls as Interest rate rises.
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Sum: Effect of Interest Rate on Money Demand

Higher interest rate means real money demand goes down.

Lower interest rate means real money demand goes up.

Velocity rises when interest rate rises.

Real Money more costly to hold, so hold less,
so money turns over more times in generating output y .
Money like "hot potato" that gets hotter as interest rate rises.

Income effect: higher income or output, higher is money demand.
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Nominal versus Real Interest Rates

Real interest rate & inflation rate make up price of money.

Irving Fisher: first theory on nominal interest rates.

1907, 1930 Theory of Interest:

nominal rate equals real rate of interest plus expected inflation rate.

takes into account depreciation in currency unit of money from
inflation.

R denotes nominal int. rate ("market" rate), π expected inflation rate

then r is "residual" real interest rate equal to R − π.

Fisher equation symbolically is

R = π + r .
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Interest Rates, Money Demand and Velocity

Inflation can go through long swings upward or downward,
due usually to crisis situations in the economy,
when velocity & real money demand change from Price effect.

1970’s inflation trended upwards to above 10% in 1980.
Nominal interest rates followed inflation rate, imperfectly.
Real money demand fell and velocity of money increased.

Any short term interest rate OK in money demand; or longer term.
Eg.: 3-Month US Treasury bill (Red).
Can compare Real money to Inflation rate itself, to see Price effect.

US Treasury bill rate should always exceed inflation rate
but inflation increase sometimes unexpected, leading to
higher inflation than Short term interest rates:
gives negative "ex post" real interest rate.

Financial markets concerned with real interest rate;
inflation variability makes hard determination of real rate, a priori,
before-the-fact, diffi cult. Markets dont like lnflation variation.
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Frame Title

Figure: US 1929 to 2014 : 3-Month Treasury Bill Market Interest Rate (Red,
since 1959), the (Blue) ratio of GDP to the Currency in Circulation, and the
(Green) CPI Inflation Rate.
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Private Bank Money and Financial Deregulation

Theory focusing only on relative price of money itself,
nominal interest rate, cannot explain Post 1980 Velocity,
when the Inflation Rate dramatically went down;
by "own" price theory alone, so should velocity have fallen.

Answer to puzzle: Financial Deregulations of 80’s and 90’s
lowered cost of substitute for money: credit.
Use credit more as cost went down.
So velocity kept rising after 1980 deregulation,
instead of falling with interest rates.

Was Big Puzzle: Many said: "Money Demand is Instable":
since could not estimate just with interest rate & output.
Resolved if added cost of credit;
eg. Wage rate in Finance Sector captured lower cost of credit,
as Finance labor more productive after deregulation.
Financial deregulation took place in steps from 1981 to 1994.

Now Big Re-Regulation period in Banking; Post Great Recession.
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M1 Velocity Versus Interest Rate

Figure: US 1959 to 2014 : 3-Month Treasury Bill Market Interest Rate (Red) and
the (Blue) ratio of GDP to the M1 Money Stock (Currency plus Demand
Deposits).
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Private Bank Money Creation and Credit

Fractional reserve banking only a fraction of bank deposits

in reserve; rest invested in loans or other assets.
When loans made exceed initial deposit of currency,
total sum of currency plus demand deposits (M1) increases.

Leveraging up of assets relative to liabilities yields profit.

Sometimes new credit creation can be explosive; "over-indebtedness"?
Swings in credit natural over business cycle.
But can by catestrophic build-up as result of Bad Macro Policy.

Just before 2008-2010 US Great Recession,

velocity of M1 accelerated after 2004 & before 2008 crash.
Jump in velocity may have been warning sign of too much credit.

Credit crash leads to Irving Fisher’s debt-deflation theory.
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Money Supply, Quantity Theory 2 & Inflation

Cause of inflation:
historically strong correlation with money supply growth rate.
Also find "causation" of Inflation by Money supply.

Fisher’s equation of exchange: MV = Py .
If velocity and output stable, then increase in money supply
causes same proportional increase in aggregate price level.
Shows basic money to inflation causality concept.
Fed controls currency part (Base) of money supply, and so Inflation.

US budget deficit financed in part every year by taxes
& by new money creation by Fed when US Treasury borrows
money from Fed to cover deficit
by selling new bond issues to Fed rather than to public.

Government (Fed) prints new money that Government (Treasury)
uses to pay for expenditures
that collected tax revenue, & new bond sales to public (borrowing),
does not cover.
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Money Supply Growth and Revenue for Deficit Spending

Eg. 2% Fed inflation target, as now in US & many countries in world:
To achieve 2% inflation

Money supply growth must exceed money demand growth by 2%
each year to cause aggregate prices to rise by 2% per year.
US government prints new money each year to finance deficit spending.

Eg. with output growth.
If output growth of 3%, US can increase money supply by 3%
& cause zero inflation ("Stable price level" from zero inflation).
Because money demand (from output growth) growing at 3%
as is money supply. Supply & demand same so prices stable.

Natural seigniorage: revenue from printing enough money
to satisfy real growth of economy while keeping prices stable.
Eg. Inflation rate of 2%, with output growth of 3%,
allows money supply growth rate of 5% a year.
Government can use 5% money growth to finance small,
significant, fraction of portion of budget deficit.

Inflation tax: Revenue Govt can spend by Fed printing new money.
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The Inflation Tax

Most taxes are explicitly known: Not Inflation Tax.
why business & consumers have trouble understanding inflation tax.
Inflation tax collected when Treasury spends newly printed money,
obtained by selling US Treasury bonds or bills to Fed.
Government gets goods & services with fresh money; tax is "collected".

Once tax imposed upon economy,
only "felt" when price level rises at higher rate than before.
No "sustained" inflation increase:"1-time" increase in money supply.
One time money supply increase causes one time price level rise;
not higher inflation rate except for short period of time.

Prolonged increase in share of deficit financed by money printing:
causes inflation tax to rise: Eg.: WWI, WWII, Korean, Vietnam Wars.

Private bank money creation cyclical; moves in procyclic fashion.
Usually only trends upwards at Economy’s output growth rate,
so not typically a cause of inflation. During crisis periods,
crash of private sector bank deposits can cause significant deflation.
Credit boom expansion of deposits can contribute to a bit to inflation.
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Monetary Policy

Trend inflation Rate is main Fed Monetary Policy Target.

Fed: semi-governmental body making US monetary policy since 1914.

US on Gold Standard when Fed started: they did not have much to do.
Had to peg US $ Price of Gold at $20.67/ounce; no room for policy.

Fed created when likely to suspend gold standard for WWI,

which US did, & Fed printed Money;
US inflation rate: 3% in 1916 to 20% in 1918.

Gold stand. end: 1971-1973; Bretton Woods monetary system End.

Bretton Woods started IMF, World Bank, fixed Exchange rate system.
with US promising keep price of gold fixed at 35 US dollars/ounce.

The modern era: after 1971-1973 no backing of US dollars by gold.

Fiat monetary standard started for first time in world.
Fiat money is unbacked; worthless piece of paper.

US Fed now targets inflation rate, as it sees fit.
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Liquidity Effects and Crisis Policy

Acceleration or deceleration in inflation rate makes it hard to judge
real interest rate and real rate can be pushed up or down,
because of sudden unexpected changes in money supply.

Investment demand may at first increase, or decrease as result.
liquidity effect on interest rates: real interest rate falls (or rises) at first,
as more (less) money hits capital markets.
Later higher inflation, & higher nominal interest rate to reflect inflation.

Economic activity stimulated by liquidity effect & lower real rates.
But then economic growth tends to fall once inflation rate rises.
Such stimulation an option of Fed;
Fisher & Hayek consider this option "artificial" & distortionary.

Recent extreme growth in money supply after 2008 crash.
Fed printing record amount of money,
by buying Mortgages & Treasury debt.

Will enter money supply once Fed stops paying interest
on excess private bank reserves held at Fed.
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Application: Ex Post Real Interest Rates

Figure: Real Interest Rate: Government 3-Month Bill Interest Rate Minus the
CPI Inflation Rate, US 1934-2014.
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Real Interest Rate Using Corporate Debt Rate

Figure: Real Interest Rate: Moody’s AAA Corporate Interest Rate Minus the CPI
Inflation Rate, US 1919-2014.
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Summary

Defines public bank money & private bank money.
Institutions: Federal Reserve System;

12 regional Fed Banks; Board of Governors; FOMC; Head of Fed:
Yellen.
Fed Monetary Aggregates: Reserves, Currency, Base, M1, M2, M3.

Private bank fractional reserve lending; leveraging of assets to
liabilities.

liquidity crisis, versus insolvency.
Different Deposits accounts: zero interest, or interest earning.
Credit: same as loan from bank; requires interest payments on debt.
Private finance institutions create markets for trading assets;
include short term & longer term assets.

Shortest term instrument: one-day overnight deposits held at Fed,
called Federal Funds; with Federal Funds interest rate.
Longer maturity: 3-Month Treasury bills, 1, 5, 10 year T.bills, bonds;
equity stocks of private firms, which trade in stock markets.
Firms also issue private "Corporate" debt; its traded as well.
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Summary: Monetary Policy and Theory

Fed regulates through Federal Deposit Insurance Corporate
deposit insurance to banks; others called "prudential banking" regs.

Theory of demand for real money; quantity theory.
real money demand depends on output, proportionally,
and relative price of money: nominal interest rate.
Velocity of money rises when inflation & nominal int. rate rise.
Velocity changes with cost of credit substitute for money: deregulation.

Real vs. nominal interest rates. Fisher Equation on Rates.
ex post real interest rate: R − π : can be affected by Fed Policy:
unexpected accelerations or decelerations in inflation rate.
Liquidity effect can drive down or up real interest rate.

Re-regulation after 2008: part of money & banking policy.
Fed buys & sells US Treasury debt: open market operations.

changes quantity of money in circulation.
growth rate of money can cause inflt. rate: quantity theory.
Inflation tax on those using money.

Application ex post real interest rates: 3-Month T. bills & AAA corp
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Appendix: Money, Inflation, Deficits and Debt

Figure: Post 1959 US M1, M2 and CPI Growth Rates, Annual Basis
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Frame Title

Figure: US 1929-2014: Currency in Circulation Growth Rate (Red), CPI Inflation
Rate (Purple), Growth Rate of the Gross Federal Debt to GDP ratio (Turquoise),
and the Ratio of the Federal Surplus or Deficit (less than 0 in graph) to GDP.
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Questions

1 What is the difference between private bank money and public,
government, bank money?

2 How do checking accounts, current accounts, and savings accounts
differ?

3 How can credit card use be similar to debit card use or be similar to
taking out a loan?

4 What is the definition of the monetary base aggregate, the M1
aggregate, and the M2 aggregate?

5 What is the Federal Reserve System, when was it established, and
what is its purpose?

6 How do financial markets determine interest rates?
7 Provide a theory of how the demand for money is determined.
8 What is the relative price of money?
9 Describe the difference between the nominal interest rate and the real
interest rate.

10 Define the velocity of money and describe what causes it to change.
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Questions

11 What is the quantity theory of money?

12 In what sense can the money supply growth rate cause the inflation
rate to be some particular level?

13 What is the inflation tax; how is it collected; and how is it
experienced as a tax in the aggregate economy?

14 Explain how monetary policy is conducted in the US.

15 What is the liquidity effect that can result from increasing the rate of
growth of the money supply?

16 In what sense have real interest rates been negative in the US
historically?
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